
 

 
Msgr. Bill’s Weekly Letter... 

Dear Parishioners, 

 

 

In a discussion about the current situation in our land, I had a flashback memory to my first trip to the Holy Land. I 

was invited by the Israeli government to visit Israel and hear their side of the history of the region. They were very 

transparent that they would be telling their side of the story. 

 

 

While visiting some of the holy sites, we also visited Kibbutz, military sites, and ended with a visit to Yad Vashem 

— The World Holocaust Remembrance Center. It was a very moving experience for all in our group. The Holocaust 

was one of the most horrific events in our world’s history. 

 

 

When the time came to leave, we noticed that one of our group was not on the bus so a couple of us went to find 

her. I walked around the buildings and found her behind one of the buildings and she is crying. I asked her if she was 

OK. Her response startled me when she said, “I didn’t know. I never learned about this.” You can imagine my shock. 

 

 

After the shock wore off, I realized that a lack of knowledge of history is a very dangerous condition for the person 

and for our society. When we are ignorant of our history, we jeopardize our future. Ignorance, whether vincible or    

invincible will put us in the position of repeating the same mistake over 

and over. We can try to romanticize the past which leads one to form   

mistaken remedies and policies. 

 

 

If we look back at human history, even to Cain and Able, we see   

the danger when we allow envy and greed to guide our decisions — it 

could be lethal. When we play the game of identity politics, we demonize 

others and try to cancel out people. When we change language, we make 

impossible dialogue and compromise. For example, The Atlantic on 

Monday reported on a recent trend on social media accounts belonging 

to radical-traditional, or "rad-trad," Catholics, in which rosaries are  

displayed alongside images of firearms and messages urging men to   

join religious militant groups. (Newsmax source). 

 

 

Who would have thought that the rosary is in any way connected    

to violence, but that is a consequence of this lazy manner of speech, and 

it is dangerous — check out Orwell’s 1984.  

 

 

We can make sure that we do not fall into the trap of this language. 

Despots and dictators try very hard to separate groups of people to      

further their purpose that is based on power over you. 

 

 

We are better than that. St. Paul wrote, Do not be conquered by    evil but conquer evil with good (Rom. 12:21). 

We should speak up when others are boxing others into ‘those’ people. We can always speak with honor, charity,     

respect, but we must engage others and point out the lies they may posit. They may be very sincere, but sincerity is 

trumped by truth. 

 

 

We must work to exorcise our coarse language, put-downs, ad hominem arguments, etc. If our language is no    

better than theirs, we will never make progress. Do not fall into the trap of, “Well they will never change, so what’s   

the use?” Churchill said, “never give in, never give in, never, never, never, never-in nothing…”  Sage advice.  

 

pace – bene  


